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Season 47, Episode 232
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Ep. #11956



Before Rose can tell Paul the truth about Dusty, Barbara interrupts and Rose leaves. Later, Lily convinces Rose to stop avoiding Barbara for Pauls sake. Rose confronts Barbara. Molly cozies up to Dusty at the Java Underground. Rose informs Mitzi that whatever she decides to do about Dustys pass at her, shell do tonight. Chris gets sage advice from Nancy and then apologizes to John, who surprises him with praise. They reconcile. Rosanna asks Lucy to be her Maid of Honor. Lucy confides to Rosanna that though she believes Aarons claim to the contrary, shes plagued by the image in her mind of him and Alison in bed. Meanwhile, Alison shocks Emily with the tale of her bedding an unconscious Aaron. Emily presses Alison to follow through on her promise to Aaron that shell come clean and tell Lucy that Aaron never even touched her. Emily gets Lucy to agree to see Alison. Rosanna brings Lucy to the station and Alison admits the truth. Lucy accuses her of lying and leaves. Lucy asks Rosanna to bring her to Aaron. Rosanna, in an effort to stick to her agreement with Craig to put each other first, refuses. Carly clings to Craigs belief that Jack is just trying to teach Carly a lesson by asking for a divorce. Later, Carly is upset when Jack explains that divorce proceedings have begun. Craig comforts Carly and assures her that he will stay with her as long as she needs him. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
3 March 2003, 14:00
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